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ABSTRACT

In the present research work thc doped BaTiO) were prepaTed by conventional mixed

oxide method. The doping elements were Caleium, Strontium, Chromium and

Vanadium. The doping level., were 0.1 and 0.025 mole fraction. The samples were

sintered at 1300°C. Effect ot doping, concentration and milling procedure on the

dlelectric properties of BaTiOJ based ceramics were studied. The dielectric constant and

dielectric lo,s were measured in the frequency range of 0.5 kHz to 13 MHz at room

temperature. The highest value of the dielectric constant for sample Ba(Ti'915Cr.Il~5l0J

wa, found 2729 a~d the lowc,t value for the sampleBa.9Sr.1 (Ti.mY.o,.I) was found

14.57. The value of dielectric constant wa, found higher at low frequency and almost thc

samc at 100 KHz, the dielectric con,tant is lower at high frequencies.PureBaTiOJ

exhibit, the curie temperature at 65"C.Thesample Ba(TimsCr.015)OJ, Ba,9Sr.1 (Ti915

Cr'n,)O." BU.gCa.lSr.l(TimsCrmslO, and Ba,sCa.lSr I(Ti.mY.fi2j)O.1 exhibits the curie

temperature 80°C at fixed frequency 1 MHz. The sample (Tiom,vO.U15)OJexhibits the

maximum curie temperature 1I0aC at fixed frequencylMlh. The sample BU,9Sr,[

(Ti,mY.025)O, exhibits the dielectric constant 90"C. The maximum dielcctric lo,s was

2.74 for the sample Ba.sCa.[SLI(Ti.mCr.02j)O, the minimum dielectric los, was 0.034

ror thc sample BU.9Sr.,(Ti.,"-\C'o,5)O.l at 13 MH~. Dielectric measurement also indicates

that curie temperature for doped ,ample is larger than the pure undoped EaTIO, sample.

From the pre,ent investigation it i,observed that the substitution of dopant having larger

ionic radius increases the dielectric constant. Dielectric constant has dependence on the

grain ,ize thereby ball milling time. It i<,ob,erved that dielectric con,tant is higher for 24

hours ball milling sample,.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The ferroelectric and dielectric properties of BaTiO, with the pcrovskite structure are of

utmost imp0l1ance in the electronic industry Ill. Barium titanate was the first

piezoelectric ceramic developed and i, still widely used [2]. Ferroelectric materials play

an essential role in the technological development. These materials offer a very high

resistance to the passage of electric current under the adion of the applied voltage and

therefore sharply differ in their basic electric properties from conducting materials. They

are chemically more stable lllan other dielectric material and have the obvious advantage

of ea:.y manufacture hy ceramic technique. BaTiO) ba<;cdceramics have been studied for

their applications in multilayer capacitors transducer, Positive Temperature Cocfficient

Resistor, thennistor, Non Volatile Free Random Access Memory, Dynamic Random

Access Memory, etc [3].

1.1 Scope of this stud~'

In this research the dielectric properties of Vanadium, Calcium, Strontium and chromium

doped BaTiO} nnd BaTiO) are :,tudied to see the effect of thc dopant. Since dielectric

properties depend on the ionic si£e and polarizibility, the dielectric properties of the

doped BaTiO] are studied in the light of these parameters at different frequencies and

temperatllres. The effect of milling procedures is also inve8tigated. Finally the change of

the dielectric properties due to the milling procedure is discussed. The aims of the

research arc to determine the uptimum milling time of the sample to obtain the best value

of dielectric constant ami to filld out the appropriate composition. Umloped BaTiO" was

abo prepared to compnre thc properties of each compo:,ition are explalned. The XRD

!;tudies are done to ident!fy the homogeneity and SEM nre taken to examine the sUifaec

morphology.
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CHAPTER 2

Historical background of piezoelectric Ceramics
Barium titanate is a fcrrroeleciric material belongs to the. subclass of piezoelectric

material. Piezoelectricity is the ability of certain crystalline materials to develope an

electric charge proportional to a mechanical stress. The creation of useful piezoelectric

by treatment of a polycl)'stallir.e material depends on a single crystal, Rochelle 1m!![4]

although for this crystal, piezoelectricity I, quite ,lrong even without ferroelectric!ly.

Ferroelectrici!y is the presence of a spontaneous electric moment ill a crystal, which can

be changed in its orientation between two or more distillc! crystallographic directions by

applying an external electric field. Prior to about 1940 only two types of ferroelectric's

were known. The first linking of unusual dielectric propcrties in refractory oxide,

amenable to ceramic preparation came out of work by Tburnaucr and Deaderie [5,6] on a

barium oxide titanium oxide composition in 1940. The existence of barium titanate as a

perovskite had long been known [7].

It is apparent that as with many of the important advances that troubled times, thi<;high

dielectric constant of barium titanate wa, discovered independently in several difl"erent

part of the world. There were three basic steps in the discovery and understanding of

piezoelectricity in ceramics.

I) The first of these was the discovery or the high dielectric constant.

2) The second step was the rea1i~.ation that the cause of the high dielectric constant was

ferroelectricity.

3) The thi rd sign ificant step .wa<;the discovery of the Poling process,

Thc first commercial piezoelectricity devices were phonograph pickups marketed by

Sonoton Corporation about 1947. RapId dcvelopment of barium titanate piezoelectric

follo",ed, Comp0i>itional modifications wcrc found desirable to improve the tenlperature

stability or to give moderate improvemcnts in voltagc out put.
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CHAPTER 3

Literature Review
3.1 Electronic Ceramics - Classification

Propertie, of material huvc it, origin in the cry,tal ,tructure. Having idenllcal chemical

composition may yield entirely different properties owing to the difference in cry,tal

structure and vice versa. A property of ceramics is dictated by lis crystal structure and 50

iLl classification is based on :.ymmetry clement of crystal. The seven crystal systems can

be c1a,sil'ied into 32-point group accordmg to symmetry. The thirty-two point groups can

be furlher classified into (a) cryslals having a center of,ymmetry and (b) crystalslhal do

not possess a center of symmetry. Crystals with a center of symmetry include the II

point grol.lps labeled as centrosymmetric. These point groups do not show polarity. The

remaining 21 point groups do not have a center of symmetry (i.e. non-ccntrosymmetric)

possei>ses one or more crystallogruphically unique directional axe~. All non-

centrosymmetric point groups show piezoelectric effect along u~iql.le directional axes.

The following classification, based on the symmetry of crystals, is useful i~ considering

electronic ceramic~.

3.2 Piezoelectric Ceramic

Crystuls thut lack center of symmetry of ion distribution are electrically polariled (i,e.

they devclop surface charges) when they arc mechanically stres~cd. This is the dcfinition

of pielOclectricity. The most important piclOclectrie ceramics arc those that are al~o

ferroelectric. Thi:. means that thc ferroelectric (and therefore also pielOelectric) domain,

within a polycry~tallinc sample of materiul can be reoriented ("poled") under thc

influence of an cxternal electric field, and the reorientation i~ permanent. Thl.l'>.

polycrystallinc piezoelectric transducers can bc produced, Onc very Important

application of piezoelectric ceramics transducers for the convcrsion of electrical energy

into mechanical vibration, as i'l ultra~onic clcancrs, ultrasound generators (imaging

devices, detection dey ices) und for the conversion of mechanical vibration into electrical

signals, as in ultrasonic sensors.

3.3 Pyroelectric Ceramic

Some of crystals that lack centcr of symmetry of iOIldistribution, (i.e. pielOelectric) can

also spontaneously develop electric dipoles (polarilc), with the degrec of polarilallon
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dependent on temperature. This is called the pyroelectric effect, which was first

discovered in tourmaline by Teophrast in 314 B.c. and so named by Brewster in 1824

[21. The spontaneous polarization is given by the value of the dipole moment per unit

volume or by the value of the charge per unit area on the surface perpendICular to the

axis of spontaneous polarization. The axi~ of spontaneous polarization is usually along a

given crystal a~;s. Although u crystal with polar axes (20 lIoll-cenlrosymmetric point

groups) shows the piezoelectric effect, it i, not necessary for it to have a ~potltaneous

pol~rilalion vector. It could be due to the canceling of the electric moments along the

different polar axes to give a zero net polarilution. Only crystals with a unique polar axis

(10 out of 21 non-centrosymmetric point groups) show a sponlaneou~ polari/,atioll P,

veclor along this axis and its value depends on the temperatl.lre. The pyroelectric effect

can bc dcscribed in terms of the pyroelectric coefficient 1(. A small change in the

temperature 8 T, in a crystal, in a gradual manner, leads to a change in the spontaneous

polarization vcctor 8 P, given by.

{1}

90 100 1108060 '705040

.~J,
K

6

2

jo
20 30

4

8

1

1

24

20

1

2

T (OC)

FIgure }-I Thc tcmpenlture dependence of spontaneoll~ polarization P, for 13aTiO.l

ferroelectric crystal [8J.
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polarization BuTiO] has a negative pyroelectric coefficient. The pularization suJtlenly

falls to zero on heating the crystal above T, [8].

3.4 Ferroelectric ceramics

A subgroup of pyroelectric, has an unusual property of spontaneous alignment

of the electric dipoles within domains (-If I m) and the polarization direction can change

under the influence of an electric field. This is the definition of ferroelectricit)'. The

spontaneous alignment of electric dipoles (in a pyroelectric material) by their mutual

interaction results in the high dielectric constant and P-E" hysteresis loop. All

ferroelectric, are pyroelectric, and picwe!clric. but nul Vice versa. Fur example.

tourmaline :;hows pyroelectricity but is nol ferroelectric. The alignment of electric

dipoles i, oppo,ed by thermal vibration, and at the Curie temperature T, the alignment

disappears. For T > T,. Curie-Weiss law holds:

X=~,,~-I=K'-I= 3T, ------------12)
(e.E) f" (T - T,,)

XRepre,ent the electrical susceptibility, P represents polarization, E electric field, £ and

Co, permiUivity of material and vacuum re'pecti vely and k' represents dielectric con"tant.

The elassic example of a ferroelectric ceramic i:; BaTiO}. A relatively ,mall Ti4+ ion is

loc~ted in a large oct~hedrJ.l site, with some room for free movement. Thc rattling Ti

hypothesis suggests that there are minimum energy position; for Ti off center. by Ie:;s

than 0.01 nm, giving an electric dipole in each unit cell.

Becan:;e of spontaneous alignment of the dipoles, the dielectric con;tant (k'" uCo) for
harium titanate exceeds 2000 at room temperatllrc. TIle largcst dlclectnc con,tatll is

achieved when critical temperature is approached, at T == T< " 12S"C, k' == 12,IKlO.

However, structnral modifications of the clas,ie BaTiOJ are rcqnired if variations In

dielectric constant vs temperature and polarization vollage are of concern.

3.5 Ferroelectrie Domains

Ferroelectric crysta1& po,ses; regions with uniform polarization called ferroeleclric

domain" Within a domain, all the electric dipole, or the polar axis tran,formation occur

and spontaneous polarization take, place. The electrical stray field energy causc(! by the



"
Ilon-compcnsmcd polari,alinn charges is reduced by the forrllalion of krroclcctric

domains as shown in Figure 3-2. The conllgllratioll of the in CUhlC crystals the

polari,aliun may be orientated in un}' of the six-pseudo cubi<: «lOb directions.

Therefore. tile polar axis may be aligned orthogonally (90' domains) and anti-parallel

(J gOO domains) wlth respect to each olher (Figure 3-3)

\

\ /

Figure 3-2: Reduction of electrical energy by domain formation [9]

domains follows a head-to-mi) condition in order 10 avoid discontinuities in tile

polarization at the dumain boundary.

E

I
Figure 3-3: Domuin polarization direction changed by poling [91

A single domain call be obtained by dom~ill wall motion malic possible by the proce"

called poling. An appl'Opriate eleclr;c field is applicd to lhe sample al a lernpcrallltC

slighlly below the T,. Overall performance of the rerroelcClrtC material greatly

infiuenced by thc nUlure of domain am! its movcmcnt. Many rc;carches are on going to
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characterize the domain and il~ activities. The IRO" domains arc easily removed by

polling as illustrated in Figure 3-3, The 900 domains are difficult to remuve becau~e the

:.urface strain generated during cooling and the crystal fabrication restriel the motion of

the domain. Mechanical force is used by many researchers [10] tu pole 900 domain and

recently Chen [11] descrihed a new technique. There may be many domains in a crystal

separated by interface, called domain walls. These walls have a thickne:;s of only 100

nm or Ie's [12]. Muller [13] described a new la:;cr technology that provides informaliun

about domain ,truclUre, their nucleation, and their dynamics.

Atomic force microscopy [14] and TEM l15J was used to characterize domain. A very

strong Iield could lead to the reve~al of the polarization in the domain, known as domain

switching L16]. Domains can bc ob,crvcd undcr the optical microscope and in SEM after

the polished sample being etched with concentnlted Hel [17], The relatiom.hips hetween

etch pattern and the domain orientation in BaTiO) crystal ill tetragonal state had becn

described by Hooton [18]. D1lI1ngetching processing the positive ends of the electric

dipoles etch rapidly, forming a rough !mrfacc, the ncgative ends etch ,lowly, forming

smooth surface and the sides (dipoles parallel to the surface) etch at an intermediate rate,

Iorming a semi smooth surface.

Thc built-up of domain wal!, elastic stress fields a:. well a:. free charge carrier:.

counteracts the pruce's of domain formation. In addition, an inl1uence of vacancie,;,

dislocations and dopants cxits [19].

3.6 Ferroelectric Hysteresis"Loop

The main differeoee between pyroelectric and fcrroclccirie material,; is that the direction

of the ,pontaneous polarization in ferroelectries can be switched by an applied electric

field.
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Figure 3-4 A PoJ~rizalion VS.Electric Field (P.E) hysteresis loup for a typical

ferroele<:tric cry&taJ. [20J

The polarization reversal can be observed by measuring the ferroc1ectric hysteresis

(analogous to ferromagnetic behavior) as shown in Fig. 2.4. As the electric field strength

is increased, the domains start to,align ill the positive direction giving ri;c to a rapid

increase in the polarization, At very high field levels, the polarizatIOn reaches a

saturalion value (P",). The polarization does nOIfall to lcrn when the external field IS

remuved. At zero external field, some of the domains remain aligned in the positive

direction, hence the crystal will show a remnant polarization P,. The crystal cannot be

cumpletely depolarized until a field of magnitude is applied in the negative direction.

The external field needed to reduce the polari~ation to zero is called the coercive nell!

strength E,. If the liell! is increased to a more negative value, the direction of polarization

flips and hence a hysteresis loop is obtained. The value of the spontaneous polarization

P, is obtained by extrapolating the curve onto the polarization axes.

The felToelcctrie hysteresis originates from the exi,tence of irreversible polarization

processes by polarization reversals of a single ferroelectric lattice cell. However, the

exact interplay between this fundamental process, domain walls, defects and the overall

appearJnce of the ferroelectric hysteresis is still not precisely known. The separation of

the total polarization into revernible and irreversible contributions might facilitate the

understanding of ferroelectric polarization mechanisms. Especially, the irreversible

processes would be important for ferroelectric memory devices, since the rever8ible

processes cannot be used to store information. For ferroele<:lric>, mainly two possiblc

mechanisms for irreversIble processes exist. First, lattice defects, whieh interact with a

domain wall and hinder it from returning into its initial posilion after removing the
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electric field that initiated the domain wull, motion ("pinning"), Second, the nucleation

and growth of new domains that do not disappear after the field ;:. removed. In

ferroelectric materials, the matter is further complicated by defect dipoles and free

charges thai contribute to the measured polarilUlilln and can also interact with domain

walls [131.'

Reversible ferroelectric, arc the basic requisite uf dieleclnc material, for application

such as capacitors. Reversible contributions in fcrrodcctrics are due 10 ionic and

electronic displacements and 10 domain wall motions with small amplitude. The~e

mechanisms are very fa,,\. The reorientation of dipoles and/or defecl or free charge~ abo

contribute, to the total polarilalion. These mechani,ms arc usually much slower. but

they al,o might be reversible (relaxation). Remnant polarization ~ml coercive voll~ge ~re

of critical importance to the design of external circuits of FeRAMs or DRAMs

3.7Curie Point and Phase Transitions

All ferroelectric materials have a transition temperature called the Curie point (T,). At ~

tempemture T > T, the crystal docs not exhibit ferroelectricily. below Te it is

ferroelectric. On decreasing the temperature through the Curie point. u ferro<;leclric

crystal undergoes u phase lrun,ition from a non"ferroe1cctrie phase to a ferroelectric

phase. If there are more than one ferroelectric phases. the temperature at which the

Crystal transform from one ferroelectric phase to another is callcd thc transition

temperalure.

10.000

i8,000
_ 6.000

'j
u 4.000

! 2000••

o-),0 _tOO _50 0 50
T.mo.,,!"," l'C)

'00

Figure ]-5: Variation of dielectric constants (a and c axis) with tcmper~tnre for BaTiO].

[2 I]
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The phase transition in BuTiOJ is of first order, and as a result, there is a discontinuity in

the polarization, lattice constant, and many other properties dear in Figure 3.6. 11i, also

clear in the figure that there are three phase transitions in barium titanate having the

following sequence upon heating: rhombohedral, orthorhombic, tetragonal and cubic.

There is a small thermal hy>teresis of the transition temperature, which depends on many

parameters such as the rate of temperature ~hangc, mechanical slres,m. or crystal

imperfections.

From a crystal chemical view, the Ba-O framework evokes an interstitia! for the central

Ti4+ ion, which is larger than the actual size of the Ti4+ ion. As a result, the series of

phase transformations takes place to reduce thc Ti cavity size, Certainly, the radii of the

ion, lfivolved impact the propensity for forming ferroelectric phases; tlllls both PbTiO)

and PaTiO.l have ferroelectric phascs, while BaTiO, and SrTiO) do not [22]. Early

re:;euch works on ferroelectric transitions have been summarizcd by Nettleton [23,24].

Figure 3.6 shows the variation of the relative permittivity E with temperature as a

BaTiO.l crystal is cooled from its paraeleetric cubic phase to the ferroelectric tetragonal,

orthorhomhic, and rhombohedral phases, Near the Curie point or transition tempermures,

thermodynamic properties including dielectric and thermal eon~talll~ show an anomalous

behavior. This is due to a di~tOltion in the crystal as the phase !,\ructurc change. The

temperalllre dependence of the dielectric constant above the Curie point (T > T,l Jll

ferroc1ectric crystals i~ governed by the Curie"Wciss law mentioned in section 3.1.3

i .,,,.
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l' "',,'
" '''"
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Figure 3.6: Variou!; properties of llaTiO, as function of phase transformation
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3.8 Type of Ferroelectric materials

Ferroelectric materials can be grouped according to their structure, into four main types.

These are the corner sharing o:l:ygen octahedra, compounds containing hydrogen bonded

radicals, organic polymers and ceramic polymer composites. Cumer sharing octahedra

can be classified into perovskites (ABOl). tungsten bronze lype compounds (K, W03, x<

1, ,uch as PbNb106), Bismuth oxide layer structured (such as Bi4TiJOL2J and Lithium

I\'iobatc & Tantalatc. Hydrogen bonded ferroelectric usually water-soluble made in

single crystal. Rochelle salt (NaKC4H40o. 4HlO) ii>one example of this type and this

was the first ferroelectric material di.\covered. Pha,e arc now gradually replaced by

ceramic ferroelectrics. inkre<;ting type of ferroelectric material are organic poiymers for

medical appiications, These piezo-polymer!; have some properties, which make them

better suited for usc in medical imaging applications. The density of these polymern is

very close to that of water and the human body tissues, hence there is no ucoustie

impedance mismatch with the body. Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF, (CH2-CF2),,) and

copolymers of PVDF with trifluoroethylene {P(VDF-TrFE) I have found applications as

piezoe1cetric and pyroelectric materials. The drive for piezoc1cctrie compo,ite, sterns

from the fact that desirable properties could not be obtained from single phase materiuls

I>uchas piezoceramies or piezopolymers. Piezoelectric compositcs arc made up of an

uctive ceramic pha,e embedded in a passive polymcr, Thc properties of the composite

depend on the connecti.ity of the phases, volume percent of ceramic, ~nd the spatial

distnbution of the active phase in the composite, The concept of connectivity developed

by Newnham ct aL [25] describes the alTangement of the component phases within a

composite.

3.9 Corner Sharing Octahedra and Pero\'skite

A large class of ferroelectric cry~tal, are made up of mixed oxides containing corner

sharing octahcdr<1 of Ol_ Ions .\chematically had shown in Figllre 3.7 Inside each

octahedron is a cution Bi:H- where 'b' varic, from 3 to 6. The ,paces bctween the octahedra

are o~~lIpied by A'" ions where 'a' varie, from I to 3. In prototype forms, the geometric

ccnter, 01-th~ A'+, At>+and 02- ions coincide, giving ri,c to a non-polar lattice. When

polariLed. the A and B ion, arc di,plnccd from their geometric centers with respect [0 the

0'- lOn.\, to gi~e a net polnrity to thc lattice, These di,placements oceur due to the

chnnges in the lattice structure when phase tnlflsitions take plnce ns the temperature is
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changed. The formation of dipoles by the &;placement of lOOS will nol lead to

spontaneou" polarization if a compen.,>alion pattern of dipoles afC formed which give

zero net dipole moment. Pcrovskite is a family name of a group of materials and the

mineral name of calcium titanate (CaTiOJ) having a stl1lcturc of the lype ABO). A wide

variety of cations can be incorporated into pcrovskite structure as long as they obey the

relationship:

t'" {R", + Ro)/2(Ra + Rill

• n (11)

00
(I) • ilL (AI (0'

Figure 3-7 (a) A cubic A130] (BaTiOj) perovskilc-typc unit cell and (b) three

dimensional network of corner sharing octahedra of 02- ions [211.

For an ideal perovskite ,!ructure I == I, and R/\, Ra and R" the ionic radius of large cation,

small cation and OKygen [26J. The structure lake~ cubic from with the t ~al •.•e between

0.95 to 1 .0; lower this slightly distorted cubic but not ferroelectric but ~lightly abovc 1.0

tcnds to be ferroelectric [271. Many piezoc1cctric (including ferroelectric) ceramics such

as Barium Titanate (BaTiOJ), Lead Titanate (PbTiOJ), Lead Zirconatc Timnate (PZT).

Lead Lanthanum Zirconate Titanate (PLZT), Lead Magnesium Niobate (PMN),

Potas,ium Niobatc (KNbOJ), Potassium Sodium Niobale (K,Nal_,NbO.1), and Potassium

Tanlalatc Niobate (K(Ta,Nbl_,)O]) have a perovskitc type structure.

3.10Electrical Properties
Ceramics are mostly covalently bonded material hence electrically 11011-conductive or

in!mlator. Importance of particular property depcnds on the application demand. For

instance, dielectric strength is an important parameter for application of ceramic as
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insulators used in power transmission line, load bearing general im,ulalor." in house hold

appliances, etc. In this kind of applications where frequency docs not exceed 1 kHz, the

breakdown strength. mew,ured in kV!cm, and mechunical strength are prime important

factor-;. The dielectric constant (k') or loss factor (kfl

) docs not malleI' much. On the other

hand, for capadtor and electronics ~pplicalions just the opposite is required. The values

of k' and k" are of' prime imparlance, not only their room temperature values but alw as

function of temperature and frequency. These arc intrinsic properties of material. can he

modified by doping, micro structural variation, elc. BaTiO] is u,ed extensively as a

principal ingredient for multi layer ceramic capacitor (MLCC) manufactured

commercially in billions. In the following sections basic concept and factor, govcrning

dielectric con,tant, dielectric losses are discussed. Materials are treated as pulycrystalline

and linear dielectric.

3.0 Dielectric constant

The over"ll Dielectric constant (k') of an ln,ulator material i, given by tbe relation

-------- (2)

D represents the electric displacement, E the electric field, in the dlC1cetric, k' the

dielectric constant and permittivity of vacuum. The c1cctric displacement de,cribes the

extent to which the c1ectric field has been altered by the presence of the dielectric

material. The dielectric constant k' is an intrinsic property of a material and a meawre or

the ability of the materiat to store electric charge relative to vacuum. It is measured

indirectly from the capacitance of a capacitor in which the malerial is used as electr",.Ie

separator or dielectric. From equation- 2 and the capacitive cell illw;trated in Figure 2-8

the dielectric constant k', total charge Q (coulombs) and capacitance C (farads) can hc

developed as follows:

k'=~= QfA ---------(3)
E"E EY Id

Therefore.

Where.

Q=Eok'~V=CV ----------(4)
d

,A
C = t.,,k d ----------------- (5)
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-----.-.- ------- -(6)

and
, C ,

k 0 - 0 - -----------------(7)
C" ~'"

Here, A represents the area of the capacitive cell, d its thickness (or gap between the

electrodes)

,.,

,

e{J"J:_ if' I \,!< _ V

'"
I '

'"

Figure 3-8: Equivalent circuit diagrams a) Capacitive cdl, b) Charging mid loss current

0) loss tangent

between the electrode,), Co and C the respective capacitance of the capacitor with air

and material, V the voltage across the cell and E the material permittivity (Ffrn). Thus k'

represents the ratio of the permittivity or charge storage capacity relative to air 01'

vacuum as diele<:tric, It is clear from equation-S that for a given SilO capacitor alld

applied voltage the higher the k' the higher the capacitance of the capadtor. Thi, i, the

only variable [eft with the material scientist to increase the capacitance unit volume valuc

of capacitor for modem electronics ~pplieations.

3.12Dieleetrie Loss

An ideal dielectric would allow no now of electronic charge, only a displ~cement of

charge via polarization. If a plate of such ideal material were placed between the

capacitate cell shown in Figure 3-9 (aj and a dc voltage was applied, the currenlthrough

the circuit would decay exponentially to zero with time. But thi8 would not be ca,e if an
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alternating (,inc wave) electric field was applieJ. In this case the equation-4 may he

written as:

Therefore,

Q", CVoeiwt --- --- (R)

I", dQ = iwCY '" iwCo rok 'Y-------(9)
d,

here, ! represents the current flow on di:.churge or the capacitor in time T. For real

dielectric material, the current 1 has two vector component" rcallR and Imaginary I,. The

condition or a loss (not so good) dielectric illustrated in Figure 3-9 (e) as an equivalent

circuit analogous or a resi,tance in parallel with the capacitor. The current " represent,

a (watt less) capacitive current proportional to the charge stored ill the capacitor. !l is

frequency dependent and leads the voltage by 900. On the other hand the current IR is an

nc conduction CUTrent in phase with the voltage V. which represent~ the energy los~ or

power dissipated in the dielectric. The resultant angle between the current and the

voltage is Q somewhat lcs~ than 90°. Ideal dielcetric under this circum,tance would not

absorb any power and the capacitor would have zero loss. Thc current would lead the

vollage exactly 90°. The current in rcal capacitor lags slightly behind what It would he in

an ideal capacitor. The angle of lag is defined as Ii and the amount of lag become, tan Ii

or lo:;s tangent.

Equation- 9 can be written for real and imaginary patt,

I '" 1<+ lR -------------"( 10)

'" iwCo ~ok'V + imC" £"k"Y -------( I j )

I k'
By dcfinition, tanli '" ---.!!.- '" - -------------(12)

I k',
Dielectric loss oftcn allributed to ion migration, ion vibration & deformation and

electronic polarization. Ion migration is particularly important and strongly affected by

temperature and frequency. The losses due to ion migration increa,e al low frequency

and the temperature increases.

3.13 Material Aspect

lntrim;ic properties such as k' and k" ean be explained in term, of chemical composltion

and structure. Material behavior in a dielectric field is a direet result of three vector

quantities a) dielectric displaccment D, b) electric field E, and c) polari!.ati"n P

D '" fok'E '" £"E+P
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Affect of dielectric in capacitor illustrated ill Figure 2-9. The contribution of vacuum is

the term foE and is the electrical polarization contribution of the dielectric.

Therefore, P "Co (k' -1) E ;0 foXE --- ---------- [14 J
It is clear from equation. [II and {14) polarization is the key fa<:tor allribuhng 10 the

diclectri.c property of materia!. Lew ceramic material, polarization can be further

described in term, uf a volume charge density related 10 the cuncentration of dipole per

unit volume N and the local field E' in the dielectric:

1-'

Figure 3-9: Parallel plate capacitor: (a) without dielectric (b) with dieleclric E con:.tanl,

c) with dielectric with D com;tanl

------------( 16)oed

p.", 0'.NE' ---------------{l5)

E'",k'+2E
3

Where, a represents the pulari~,ability, arising from different polarization mechanism of

the material:

a= IX"+ a; + 11;,+ a,--- --- (17)
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Figure 3-10: Frequency dispen;ioll behavior of dic!ectric material as runction or

frequency
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representing (he susceptibility uSi>ocialed with electronic, ionic, oricntational and 'p~ce

charge polarization, respectively. Mechanism of polarization described in the following

section. For cubic structures and for induced dipoles (ionic and electronic polarization),

the calculation reveals a relation between the atomic polarizabilily and the macroscopic

permittivity E == E oErwhich is referred to the C1au,ius-Mossolli equation [28J.

eo+2Na,~ ~ (1 R)
f,,-Na

In Figure 3-10, the frequency dependence of k' and associated pobrization mechanism

arc illustrated. Affect of different polanzation mechanism to the overall dielectric

constant is related to the composition, frcquem;y and temperature of the dielectric

materiaL In general, increases with ion concentration, ion ~ize and iOll polarizabllity,

hence ions like Bi+, Pbl+ LaJ+ arc used in order to achieve a higher diele~tric con~tant

and refractive index. In ionic wEds (such as MgO, All0.J) is thc predominant

polarinlion mechanism, where ion size and separation have the "ignil"ieat1leffect. For

ceramic malerials with mobile ion, the orientational polarization can be a factor. Thi~ can

be allributed to ion jump polarization, where

r'
a., == 3kT

(ew)'

3kT
-----------( 19)

p == ezd, represents the dipole moment associated with the jump of an ion of l:harge ez

through a distance d.The rc1axation time T and the number of succe,sful ion jumps per

sceond are given in Arhenius form:

.• " to elJ/lT and

here, f.t i~ the activation energy, k Bollzman constant and T absolute lemperalllre.ln other

word, for l:enlmic r decreases with temperalure, the relaxation muve lO hIgher

temperature with increasing frequency and n increase, with the temperature. Hence it is

normally oh~erved that at a given frequency k' inl:rea,es with the temperature and at a

,given tcmpewture k' decreases as frequency incrcased.

3.14 Meehanism of Polarization

In gcneral, there arc five different mechanisms of pulari~ation, which can contribute to

the dielectric response [291.

Electronic polarization exists in all dic1ectrics. It is based on the displacement of the

negatively charged elel:tron shell against the posilively charged core. The electronic

polarizability i~ approximately pl'OportionallO the volume of the electron ,hell, Thus, in
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general ~ i, temperature-independent, and large al()m~ have a large c1ectronic

polari7..ability. Ionic polarization is observed in ionic crystals and describes the

displacement of the positive and negative sublatticcs under an applied electric field,

);> Orientation polarization describes the alignment of permanent dipoles. AI ambient

temper<ltures, usually all dipole moments have ,talistica! distribmion of their directions.

An electric field generates a preferred direction for the dipole8, while the thermal

muvement of the atoms perturbs the alignment. The average degree of orientation i,

given by the Langevin function <0:"> == p2/(3k T) where k denote, the Bollzmann

constant and T the absolute temperature.

» Space charge polarization could exi,t in dielectric materials which show spatial

inhomogeneities of charge carrier densities. Space charge polarization effects are not

only of imporlance in semiconductor field-effect devices, they aho occur in ceramks

with electrically cunducting grains and insulating grain bonndaries (so.called Maxwell-

Wagner polarization).

}- Domain wall polarization plays a decisive role in ferroC!eetric materials and

contributes to the overall dielectric response. The molton of a domain wall that ,eparate,

regions of different oriented polarization takes place by the fact that favored unented

domains with respect to the applied field tend, to grow.

3.15Processiug of Barium Titanate ceramic

Property of the final product depends on the prucessing from raw material to the final

sintering.

Raw Materials
Weicht + Mix

Finishing!
Inspection!
Characterization

/ Ball "> [ Calcine
Millinc .

Sintcring
Shaping!
Furming!
Palletizing

Figure 3-1 I: Flow chan of Mi;...edOxide ruute
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Every ,tep m the process chaill has its uwn innuencc 011the successive step amllhe lInal

product. Many methods arc used to syntheses BaTiO.), a) conventional mixed oxide, b)

sol-gel, c) chemical precipitation, d) hydrothermal und e) combustion reaction. Choice of

route depends 011the application. Nanopowders are prepared using the electrophuTeclic

(EPD) method for making 111m,. Even thill film was prepared from bulk single crystal

using ion slicing method [29]. Ultra fine BaTiG,J powder ubtained by combustion

reaction arc used to make hulk material was described as relatively efficient melhoJ [32].

By far the first method is widely in the industrial application as well as at laboratories.

However, powder obtained in olher routes is superior in terms of homogeneity and

fincncss. Thii>melhod also known as solid stale methud was used to prepare sample in

this study.

Processing routc of this method illustrated in Figure 3-11. In the following sections

important steps were discussed briefly with their in!1uence on dielectric property of

I3aTiO] ceramics. The raw materials I3aCO] and TiO) (rutile or anatase) arc first weighed

according to the stoichiomctrie Formula. The ,<lW materials should bc of high purity.

3.16 Ball Milling

The weighted powders are mixed mechanically by either ball milling or attrition milling.

Milling is carried out to reduce the particlc size of the powders to the micron rnnge fot'

the easc of solid phase reactions to occur by atomic diffusion.
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Figure 3.12 Schematic of a I3all Mill
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The schematic of a ball mill if; illustrated in Fig 3-12. Size and distributIOn of the ball is

an import factor determining the proouct quality. Particle size is reduced by the action of

impact and friction of balls with the powder. Thumb rule is, ,mallcr the size ofb31l!; finer

the particle but it take longer lime to break down big particles, hence use mix of different

size balls. Motion of ball is eOlilrolled by the rotation speed of the mill. At higher ,peed

balls cling at the inner side of the mill due to centrifugal force, LOOlow ~peed would set

the balls almost stational)' at the bottom. In both case insufficient friction between balls

and particle would not break down the palticle. Optimum speed is nchicvcd when balls

are in circular motion and mil back to boltom frum ubuul three quarter way to the top as

shown in Figure 3-12.

Media is another important consideration for two reasons. I!must not react with thc ball,

the container, or the powder. Secondly, mll!;t avoid decrease of colloidal stability. For

in!;tanee, milling of BaTiO) in water media set of lJiboehemieal reaction. The reaction

forms strongly alkaline Ba(OH)l which npset the PH balance, decreasing the collOldal

stability of ~he suspension [301. Either non-polar liqnid snch as acetone, alcohol, IS used

or polyelectrolyte stabilizers arc used with water. Usnally the same set up is ll!;cd for

milling the calcined powder. Finer particle can lower the sintering temperature and firing

time significantly. Extent of ball milling is usually assessed by particle size analysis.

3.17 Calcination

Chemically as well as ceramIc point of view, this is an important step. Desired

compound are formed and necessary reactions are accomplished. During the calcination

step the mixed powder is exposed to high temperature at a spedfied atmosphere and

time. The purposes of calcinations are-

a) To remove residual media form milling process

b) To remove water of hydration, carbon dioxide forming oxide, and any volatile

impurities.

c) To effect solid phase reaction between the constituents giving the desired

phasc or solid solution.

d) The reaction would reduce the volume shrinkage in the final sintering.

The calcination of BaTiO), starting raw materials BaCO.\ and TiOl are mixed.

BaCO, -t BaD + cot
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BaD +TiD, '" BnTiO,
in the molar ratio of 1:1, ball milled, then calcined in arnbicnl air at 1000°" tu obtain the

pcrovskite phase through the diffmioll controlled reaction [31]. Degree of calcinations

cun be assessed by weight loss of CO2 as a function of time and temperature using TGA.

Under isothermal condition, the reaction obeys a parabolic time law. Newnham [221 has

detailed the model of kinetic of solid ,Lale reaction between sphcncal parlicle.,_

According to him, the reaction rate is inversely proportional 10 the square of the palticle

radius. Importance of milling before calcinations is realized and so is the fincllcs<; of the

puwder.

3.18 Formation of phases and Phase Diagram

BnTiO] formed during reaction above through formation number of intermedi~te phases.

Templcton[32j detected the intermediate second phases Ba2TIO., B~Ti.09 and BaTi.101.

The final conversion to monophasc BaTiO.1 determined by decomposition of the

intermediate ph~ses, ie, the diffusion exchange between B~ and Ti rich region in the

powder. The calcinations temperature and the amount of intermediate phases critically

depends on the morphology and degree of mixing of the HIW material. During ball

milling this is an important point aimed to accomplish. According to Bauger [31t during
this solid-solid reaction Baa act as the mobile agent. At the contact interface l3aO H.

formed which diffuses into the Ti02 forming ~s intermediate layer of Ba,TiO", "hich

.<lowlyreacts with the residual Ti02to form BaTiO,. Hence, panicle size is an imponant

factor especially the size of TiOl as it determines the particle size of BaTiO,.

The phase di~gram of BaO-Ti02 is shown in Figure 3-13. As per phase diagram,

:;toichometric BaTiO, can accommodate little more Ti02 with the compound. Formation

of BaLTiO. is inhibited below 11000C by the presence of a CO2 atmm.phere. Thi, pha;e

is particularly harmful, since it is hygroscopic and decomposed with swelling in shghtly

moist air. Incomplete mixing and reaction will yield small amounls of B~lTiD. and

BaTI.107 and other intermedi~te phases. The same kind of harmful phases may also OCCur

when alk~line earth oxide:;, such as Ca, Sr used in substituted BaTiO" Effecl of

calcination temperature was studied by Mai:;on et al [33] suggest at 700"C tetragonal

BaTiO) do not ronn whereas at 100°C it docs at the expenses of particle agglomeration.
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Dopcnt and other additives arc udded at thi, smgc of processing. A great advantage ot

this method is that dopes and additives can be homogeneously incorporated into the

pcrovskitc lattice during calcinations [34].
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Figure 3-13: Phase Diagram or BaO - Ti02 system

The calcining temperature is important as it inlluenccs the dCll.'atyand hence the

electromechanical properties of the final product. The higher the calcination temperature,

the higher the homogeneity and density of the final ceramic product. Many calcination

temperature and lime ~cheme has been suggested. Higher temperature and longer time

usually yield ~ompletely reacted powder but coarser pat1icle size posing difficlilties

during subsequent milling. So, proper calcination at the right temperature is neccssary to

obtain the best electrical, mechaoical properties and minimizing the presence of harmful

phases.

3.19 gffect of particle size

Reaction kinetics grcatly influenced by the fineness of the particle sizc. Henning el al

[341 studies the effect of grain size of particle on the reaction during simering and the

final product using TGA. They concluded that the decomposition temperature of BaCOJ

in mi~tures with TiOl is largcly independent of the particle size of HaCOJ. However. thc
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particle size of Ti02 widely determines the grain S;7,Cof BnTiO.,_ This is in good

agreement with diffusional solid stale reaction suggested where 13aO act as a mobile

agent. Sub micron sized BaCOJ however, strongly inhibits the formation of harmful

pl13sC Ilu2Ti04. The BalTi atomic ralio has a strong innuence on the calcination

temperuture. Higher temperature required for Bu rich composition.

3.20 Shaping lind drying

Arter ~alcining, the lumps are ground by milling as described previously. The milled

powder ready for further processing is commonly referred at green body. The green

bodies should have a certain minimum density before they can be sintercd, Common

practice is to achieve 60% of the theoretical density (during shaping and prc-sintered

st~te. The desired sh~pe ~nd a minimum green density call be provided by vario~s

techniques including powder compaction, ,lip-casting, extrusion, doctor banding,

dipping, etc. Hot pressing (both axial and isotactic), although expem;ive method, i,

becoming popular for better quality ceramic material used in high-end application. The

choice of the method depend, on the type of powder u,ed, pUiticlc size distributiOn, ,tate

of agglomer~tion, desired shape, and thickness of the part, Hydraulic 01' mechanical

pres,c, arc used to pres, powder in to de,lred ,hape at the pressure of -100 to JOOMPa.

Owing to the nature of thi, proce,s, only simple and symmetric sbape can he prepared.

No sintering aid or liquid is added to the powder for solid ph~sc sintering route, Hence,

,trength of the green powder compact is achieved through addition of a sUltable hinder

such as PYA, glycol phthalate, etc.

After shaping, the green bodies are heated very slowly to between 400-600°C in order to

remove any hinder present. Initial heating rate to burnout the binder is about -1-2"C/mm

in order 10 allow the gases to come out slowly without forming cnu:h ~nd blisters in the

.cermnic part. After the binder bumout is over, the samples ~re taken to a higher

temperature for sintering to mke place.

3.21 Sinterillg

In this ,tep, powder so prepared fin~!ly lransforms to us~ble ceramic body. In ceramic

induslries, this step is also known as I1ring. EaTiO) matures in the 13S0OC to 14S0°C

range [35]. This is the most important processing step in making or ceramic materi~l. All

properties or ceramic depends on the sintered body which i, the direct result of the
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sintcring pnmmctcr such sinlering temperature, hold lime, atmosphere, thermal profile,

etc. There arc many sintcring mcltlOds used but this di~cu,sion would be limited to wEd

phai>e method.

Heat causes the powder particles to develop inter granular hond, by surface diffusion and

other physical driving force, Mechanism of sintering and allied topics detailed elsewhere

[361, The typical green dC11!;ity of ceramic body al the start is abuut 60% or TD. Strength

starts to develop gradually as more and more particles bond. At ahout -80% to 90%

density the pores are :.lil1open and the ceramIc has a typical "chalky" appearance. The

dielectric constant is usually low and the T is not pronounced strongly. The pore, of a

ceramic are generally closed at -95% of TD. Additional heat work cau,es grater

dcn,ification as trappcd gasse, diffuse out along grain boundaries. At deni>ities below

95% of TD the presence of open pores would causc the dielectric loss and undoubtcdly

inferior dielectric propertie,.

Selling of i>intering temperature i, not that ,tmight Forward. Low temperature simcring

re~uIL~in ceramic of poor density and formation of Ba2Ti04. On the other hand, too high

temperature and long bold time may cause open structure with low den~ity [35]. Also, at

high temperature grain growth ii> accelerated resulting in low dielectric propertie,.

Another hannful hexagonai phase of BaTiO) may form at the temperature higher limn

1460"C (Figure 3-10). The sintering temperature and time should be optimum for proper

densification to occur without abnonnal grain growth. This is best done by trail and error

for particular material, volume and other process parameters.

In MLC manufacturing industries, sintering high temperature su~h as 1300"C i., not

practicable, due to use of low melting point electrode material. Commercial formulation

i, aimed to lower temperature (-I 100°C) sintering with the addition of many sintering

and dopents.

3.22 Properties of DaTiOJ

Ferroelcetric cer<lmics <lnddielectric behaviors were discu,sed ill length ill the previous

section" Ferroc1cctric nature of BaTiO" the mechanism of superior dielectric propenies,

factor, affecting properties discus,cd in the following sections. Effect of doping, process
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~'urjables such as ball milling practice, calcination thermal profiles, sintcring; temperature

and hold lime on the dielectric properties discussed,

3.23 Crystal Structure lind Phase Transformation

DIfferent pha!;e transformations and cell dimensions of IlaTiO] are illustrated in figure 2-

14. BaTi03 has a puruelectric cubic phase above it, Curie point of ahout 130°C. In the

temperature range of 130°C to DOC the ferroelectric tetragonal phase with a % ratio of

-1.01 is stable. The sponlane(Ju~ p()lari~alilln is along one of the [001]

I,'."",,,-'>C' ,'., '",- ,."

,
, 1,.' ,

"';' ~ 0,_0,
~" ',-' .' ~."",-"" I,"~.,"0, ""'''''''''''1' r~",/ " ,'.'Jo.J.-.,-.,.~_\"'.....".

Figure 3-14: Different Phases, transformation and cell dimen,;"n of BaTiOJ

directions in the original cubic structure. Between WC and -9WC, the ferroelectric

orthorhombic phase is stable with the polarilation along one of the [1101 direction, in

the original cubic structure. On decrea,ing the temperature below -900C the phase

iransition from the orthorhombic to ferroeleclric rhombohedral pha,e lead~ to

poluri/.ution along one of the [II Jj cubie directions.

On cooling from high temperatures, the permittivity increases up to values well above

10,000 at the phase transition temperature Te. The inverse ,u,ceplibility a~ well as the-

dielectric permittivity follows a Curie-Wei,s law. The appearance of the sponlaneou;

polarization is accompanied with a spontaneous (tetragonal) lattice distortion. The phase
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transition in barium titanate is of first order, and as a result, there is a di:;conlinuily in the

polarization, lalticc constant, and many other properties, as becomes dear in Figure 3-6.

3.24 Significance of tetragonal phase

The phase of ferroelectric interest is the tetragonal existing between 1 300C (Tel to Wc.

The extent oflctragonality i.e, cIa mlio can be calculated from XRD p"llern. Separation

of (O(2) and (200) peak is a good indication of formation of tetragonal BuTiO) as

indicated in Figure 2-15 for sample calcined at 700°C, 9000C and 110We

1"rtc QV1lC n"Vc. !I, • ;,.
• • '. K ' ,• • • ' , ,
i i\ ,J , •

,
~, '. "

,
, '..', , ,,. ,-' - ,~" •,

" -,"

",' ",0 ..,. '",0 ".S ",0 ,",' ".• ",' ••• ",' '",0
"".•.... >&1•• 1"" IW"" •••••

Figure 3-15 : XRD pattern showing separation of (OOZ) and (200) peaks

[37J, The JCPDS file for tetragonal and cubic phase are 5-626 and 31-174 respectively.

The !alliee parameters are given as ilo",,3.994Aand CO"" 4,038A for tetragonal phai>eand

ao"" 4.031A for cubic phase. TIIC cia ratio was also increased fwm I .0065 tu I .010 for

cakination at 900 °C and 1100 °C respectively. Extreme anomalIes of properties at T,

are associated with the extent of tetragonality of llaTiOJ ceramic. On the other hand,

ferroelectric properties will diminish with the absence of tetragonal phase.

3.25 Factors influencing tetragonal phase

- Apart from the calcination temperature of BaTiO) fOl'mation the other major raetor is the

Barri molar ratio. Lee [211 reported the extent of dic1ectric peak at To lowed as BalTi

ratio increased. Impurities such as Fe, Cr, Mn present also suppress tetragonal phase.

Curie point also suppressed in ultra fine-grained ceramic. Arlt ct al [35] shown the

dependence of lattice eOllSt3nts (da - 1)'70 of tetragonal BaTiOJ ceramic on average

grain si1.e as illustrated in Figure 3~16. With the change or grain si,.e dilferelll

ferroelectric phases coexist at room temperature. At grain size above Ifllll normal

tetragonal XRD reflection occur for (004) and (400) planes. As the grain size is reduced
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to O.84J.1tnthese peaks shift closer and a third pi>eudo cubic reflection of (040) appear

within, This pseudo cubic Phase mosl probably aSl:ribell to the onhorhombic phase that

exits below lO°e.
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Figure 3-16: Ratio of the lattice constant, as a function of grain size

At grain SilO of O.28j.i.rn only two reficclioJl!; arc observed which cannol be ascribed 10

any know ferroelectric phases of BaTiO) [3~J.
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Figure 3-17: DeformatIOn of the tetragonal (400)/(004) x-ray diffraction peah duc 10

grain size [38J
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3.4.1.3 Displacement of ion off center dimension of atoms with in the unit cell of BaTiO]

is given in figure

Fig: 3-18 Displacement ions in unit cell of BaTiO]

3-18. Titanium ion is di:.plaeed by o.l2A toward, oxygen iOIl in [001] direction am.llhal

oxygen ion also displaced by 0,03 A towards [001] titanium '110m. Bmiurn ion also

di,placed by 0.06 A towards [001] direction. Under the influence of electric field of

opposite direction the displacement will be lowards opposite direction. On cooling helow

the Curie point To. the tetragonal structllre 1>0develops where the center of lla2+/c and

Ti4+ ions arc di:;placed relative 10 the 02- ions, leading to the formation of electric

dipoles. Spontaneous polarization developed is the net dipole moment prodllced per unit

volume for the dipoles pointing in a given direction r 17].

Large octagonal space compared to Ti atom size is responsiblc for this dii>placement.

This is the basis of spontancous polarization of BuTiO, or ferroclectric ceramic. This

large octagonal hole i, also the reason of BaTiOJ undergoing many phm.e transformation

at different temperatures. The relative displacement of iom in a unit cell illustrated in

Fig: }-18.
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3.26 Domain Structure effect

In polycrystallinc bulk ceramics the pilUo:rnof dornums i.~quite different because the

domain structure of each grJin is formed under elastic clamped conditions by its

surrounding neighbors, whereas a ;ingk cT)'slal is free [38]. It should be noted that only

non-ISO domains, i.e. 90 domains (for tetragonal slrudures) or 71 and 109 domain, (for

rhombohedral structure,), have the potential to reduce elastic energy.

': '

Figure 3-19: Domain pattern of fine grained (left) and coarse grained (right) BaTiO.1

ceramIc

There exist two types of domain in coarse-grained EaTiO), called herring bone and

square net pattern. 111e firsl one is by far the most common in unpoled ceramics. As

shown in Fig: 3-19, by decreasing the gmin size thc domain pattern changcs from a

banded to a laminar structure IIII.

3.27 Grain Size Effect

1n bulk BaTi03 ceramics the grain sizc has a stl'ong cffcct on the low frequency

permittivity for grain ,i£es below approx. 10 !-tm as shown in Figurc 2-1 7 (a). The

permittivity is rising at decreasing grain sizes up 10a maXlnmm at grain size
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Figure 3-20: Tcmpcraturc depcndcncy of grain size
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-O,7I1m [38J. The increase of k' could have caused by internal Slre:.ses because each

gram IS clumped by its surrounding neighbor, or by the increase of the number of

domain walls contributing to the dielectric com,tant. Below this grain size the

permittivity sharply decreases again in conjunction with a reduction of the telragonalily

and of the remnant polarization.

In Figure 3-20 the temperature dependence of the permittivity for (a) bulk ceramics with

different grain sizes and (b) thin films with different grain sizes and (c) micwi>tru<:lureof

thin 111m,are illustrated. For BaTiO] thin li1rm;a significant increase in the room

temperature pennittivity from 500 10 900 is observed which was induced by the change

in the morphology from a granular 10 a columnar microstructure (Figurc 3.20 (b) ~nd

(c)).

In contrast to BaTiO) bulk ceramics, which exhibit a par~elcclIic to ferroelectric phase

transition with decrcasing temperature accompanied by a sharp peak of the permittivity

at around 123 only a broad m~ximum in the permittIVity vs. temperature curve is

observcd for polycryst~lline thin films. Additionally, the BaTiO, thin films do not show

a rerroeleClric hystcresis at room temperature. While the absence of a remanent

polarization is typic~l for paraeleclric material, the grain sizc dcpendence indic~tes a

super-paraelectric behavior of BaTiO) thin films. Compared 10 bulk ceramICS, thin

BaTiO) films of the same average grain si7.e show ~ significantly lower permittivity.

although the grain size dependence is still observed. The difference in the abwlutc

permittivity values may be explained by a combination of thin film efrecb, which result

in a further decrease of the peffilittivily, as for example film- electrode interf~ces and

:.tress effects.

Figure 3-21 shows the variation of dieleclric constant with temperature for B~TiO.l

ceramics with a line (d,,"n) and coarse (>50[J.m) grain size. Large grained BaTiO)

(>l[J.m) shows an extremely high dielectric consl~nt at the Curie point. This is because of

the formation of multiple domains in a single grain, the molion of whose walls increases

the dielcctric con:.tant at the Curie point. For BaTiO, ceramic with fine grains «lllm), a

single domain forms inside cacb grain. Tbe movement of domain walls an; restricted by
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the grain boundaries, thus leading to a low dielectric constant at the Curie point as

compared to coarse grained SaTiO) [39].

The room temperature dielectric constant, k' of coarse grained (>50ltm) 13aTiO) ceramics

was found to be in the range of 1500-2000. On the other ham'!' finc grained (-l!-lm)

BaTiO., ceramics exhIbit a room temperature die!Cctric constant between 3500-600{)' The

grain size effect 011 the dielectric constant at room temperature has been explained by the

work of Arlt CI. al. [38J and Bucsscm el. al. [40] coworkers proposed that the imernal

stresses in fine grained BaTiO) must be much greater than

f- BaTiO~Ceramics
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Figure 3.21: Grain size effect on k' of bulk ceramic

the comSe grained ceramic, thu, leading (0 a higher permittivlly at room temperature,

Arlt studied the domain structures in BaTiO, ceramics and ,.,howed thal the room

temperature k' reached a peak value at a critical grain size of -0.7 Mm.He concluded that

the enhanced dielectric constant was due to the increased 900-domain wall density. The

mobility of the 90" domain walls in very fine grained BaTiO.) is hindered and only Ie,s

thall 25 % of the k' was achieved.
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A, the BuTiO] ceramics have a very large room temperature dielectric C(ln,tanl, they arc

mainly used multi layer capacitor applications. The grain ,ize control is very important

for these applications.

3.28 Morphology

Dielectric constant strongly depend, on the microstructure speci<lUy Porosity and other

phase pre~ent. The effect of grain size di~cus,cd carlier. Ideally sinlering ,hould provide

a ceramic body close to its theoretical density, around 95% or more

Gerson, et al [41] expres,ed the relation between porosity and k' m;

LoglO(k') '" LoVn Iog1,,(k'ol --- --- {ll)

where, V], y2 are volUme fraction with k' of k'], k'2' Relationship with the

experimenta! data shown in Figure 3-22.
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Figure 3-22: Dielectric constant relationship with p"ro,ily [411
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Another feature of is the core shell structure develops owing to doping and other factor,1

are discus,ed in section 3.31.

3.29 Doping effect

Various A and B site substitutions in different concentrations have been ttied to ,cc their

effect on the dielectric and ferroelectric properties of BaTiO]. 5r2+ and substitution, to

the A site have been found to reduce the Curie point linearly towards room tcmper<lture.

111e substitution of Pb2+ for Bal+ raises the Curie point. The substitution of Zr4+ tend to

decrease To but increases other lransition temperatures. These effect shown in Figure

3.23 with effect on dielectric property, The simultaneous Subslilulion into both A and B

,ile, with different ions can be ui>ed to tailor the
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Figure 3-23: Change of transition temperature with dopenls and effect on dielectric

constant.

properties of BaTiOJ_ The effeCl, of various isovalcnt substitutions on the lran,ilion

temperalure, of BaTiO_lceramic are shown in Figure 3-24.

Doping is necessary 10:

-avoid time variation, of k == EfEo

-broaden the k' - T dependence

-decrease Tc to elose to room temperalure, if maximum k' i, required

•
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If an ion of the perovskite structure BaTiO) is replaced by a different iun of tlie same

valence, isovalent doping is present, e.g. C}+ on the Ba1+site 8uj.,Ca,TiO), Aliovalent

doping exists when donors like LaJ+ on Ba site or Nb \+ on Ti-sitc as well as ~c~eplur:;

like Nil+ or Mn:l+011Ti-sile are incorporated in the crystaL At least the site occupancy i,

determined hy the size and the valence of the dopant, e.g. ci+ may be isova1cnl A-site

or acceplor-type on B-sitc.
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Figure 3.24 111eeffect of doping olllhe lran:;ilion temperatures of BaTiO) ceramic

Besides Sr, Pb and Zr, 13acall be replaced by Pb, Sr, Cu, or Cd, and Ti can be replaced

by Sn, Hr, Zr, Ce, Of Th,

3.30Commercial formulations

As discm;sed in uelail 50 far, the permittivity of ferroelectric perovskites shows marked

change:; with temperature, particnlarly elosc to the phase tran:;itioll. From the device

point of view a high dielectric permittivity with stable propertie, over a wide temperature

range 1, required. There are variou, commercial specifications, which have to be

fulfilled.
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Figure 3~25 Commercial formulation, and their k' vs T characterii>tics [42]

By substitution or doping it becomes possible to tailor the ferroelectric materials 10

different properties. In Figure 3-25 dielectric constant vs temperature behavior of

commercial formulation as illustrated.

3.31 T, Suppression

Doping generally lead:; to a shifl of the phase transition temperature. In Figure 3-23 and

3-24, the change of the transition temperatures is plotted as function of dopant

concentration for different dopant:. ill BaTiOJ• It is found that Pb-doping stabilizes the

tetragonal phase in the sense of their existence over a wide temperature range whereas

Sr-doping destabilized the tetragonal phase. This behavior could be understood by the

fact thatlhe larger Pb-ions on the A-site form a larger cavity giving the central ion more

space for o[J~center positions than the Sr-ions, In case of high dopant concel\lrations

sequence of the phase Iram;itions in BaTiO) tends 10 be suppressed. For Ba(Zr,Til.,)O)

all rha~e boundaries meel at a Zr content x = - 0.18 (Figure 3-23). llecau:;e of the

superposition of the partieular phase transitions the I"Csultingtransition becumes diffuse

with a broad maximum of the die1cetrie permittivity as shown in Flgul"C3-23, Therefore,

thi:. composition has Ihc potential as suitable temperalllre-:;tab1c die1cetrie for ceramic

capacitors.

3.32Core Shell Structure

A different approach to over come the temperature instabilities of the dielectric

eoeflicient is the addition of more complex compositions (than doping with atom,) a~

CdBizNb~09. By eomrolling the reaction kinetic of Ihe sintering proce:.s the

microstructure exhibit:; a grain core-grain shell structnre. The core consists of BaTiO),
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and the perovskile material in the shell shows a mixture of BaTiO, with the complex

perov~kJles Ba(Bi.5Nb,,)O, and Ba(CdllJNbllJ)O., having an approximate Curie point at

T, EOac. Figure 3-26 displays schematically the ferroelectric core and the paraclectric

shell. The chemical inhomogeneity emerges during a process of reactive li<.juidphase

sintering. Application of too high sintering temperatures leads to uni form distributions of

the additives via solid-stated diffusion.
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Figure 3-26: Core Shell structure and'its effect on k'

3.33Rclaxor Ferroelectric

These arc ~pecial type of ferroelectric ceramic in their own right. Strictly, they are

neither a derivative of BaTiO! nor a re~ult of doping effect. The reason of their relevance

in thi8 study was to high light few aspects, which was observed in the BaTiO., samples of

thi, ,tudy. Relaxor ferroelectrics are a ela's of lead based perov~kite typc compound,

with the general formula Pb(BI,B,)O) where III is a lower va1cncy cation (like Mg'+,

Zn2+, Ni2+, Fe]» and B2 i~ a higher valency cation (like Nbs+ Taj>, Ws». Pure lead

magnesium niobate (PMN or Pb(MgIIJNb2l))O)l is a representative of this clai';s of

materials with a Curie point at -lOoc.

Relaxor ferroelectric); like PMN can be distinguished from normal ferroelectries such as

BaTiO,' and PZT, hy thc presence of a broad diffused and di!;persive phase tram;ition on

cooling below the Curie point. Figure 3-27 shows the vanation in the dielectric

properties with temperature for PMN ceramic. It ,hows a very high room tcmpcrature

diele<:tnc constant and a low tempcrature dependence of dielectrie constant. The diffused
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phase transitions in relaxor ferroelcctrics arc duc to the compo,iliona! heterogeneity seen

011a microi>copic scale.
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Figure 3"27 Variation of the dielectric properties of PMN with temperature [43]

The relaxor!; also show a very :;trong frequency dependence of the dielectric COllst~nL

The Curie point shifts to higher tcmpcrntures with increasing frequency. The dielectric

losses are highest ju~l below the Curie point. T< Rcla)(or" which give a second order

phase transition, the remnant polarization, Ph is not l{)~lat the Curie point but gradually

decreui>es to 'l.ero on increasing the temperature beyond T, [44]

3.34 Applications

Barium titanate can be regarded a~ 'role model' of electronic ceramic from application

point of vicw. Its piezoelectric, pyroelectric and ferroelectric properties wcre

successfully applied in many commcrcial applications. Va,l majority of commercially

important ~pp1ic~tion arc in polycrystalline bulk or film form. In the following sections,

property wise apphcations arc bricfly discussed. Since dielectric propcrties of B~TiOJ

were studied in this thesis, capacitor application cspecially MLCC emph~sizcd, Cut-

away schematic of MLCC is shown in FigUl'c 2-30 and a ~ctual MLCC shown in Figlll'c

3-31.
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3.3SFerrocicctric applications as Bulk

Notable application of ferroelectric BaTiO] IS in the manufacture of capacitor for

electrical appliance" Basics of capacitor have been discussed in the ,ection 3,2 with

example of simple ceramic capacitor. From application po;nl of view MLC capacitors,
arC most important and technologically challenging. The volumetric efficiency (more

capacitance from given capacitor size) further enhanced by using multi layer ceramic

(MLC) capacitor.;. As ,hown in Figure 3-30, the MLC capacitor structure COni;i,l, of

allemale layers of dielectric and electrode materia!. E~ch individual dielectric layer

contributes capacitance to the MLC capacitor as the electrodes terminate in a parallel

configuration.

Helice, the effective equation (cf. equation 5) for capacitance becomes,

""
~n te.....,~nal'on

Nlc~el Condu<l've
(b",';",r lay<") mct.llizabon

\
Ce~amlc

"dielectric:

Figure 3-28 Schematic of multi laycr capacitor

1-1ere,n IS thc number of dielectric layer. The advances in tape casting technology have

made it possible to make dielectric layers <20 IJm thick. This, combined with thc use of a

high dielcctric constant ceramic like BaTiO),
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Figure 3-29 MLCC capacitor

allows large capacitance values to be achieved ill relatively small volume l:apacitor

devices [43]. MLC capacitors are made hy the tape casting process.

3.36 MLCC processing

Slurry with a suitable binder/solvent system is first made from the die1cctric ceramic

powder. Thin green sheets of the ceramic arc then malic by the lape casting process. Ink

cunsisting of an electrode (Pd, Ag-Pd, etc.) and organic is screen printed on the dielectric

sheels and then hundreds of sheets arc stacked one on top of the olher. A low pres,ure 3l

a temperature between 50°C and 70°C is applied to laminate the sheets. These laminates

are then diced to form a monolithic green MLC capacitor. The binder removal is

accomplished by healing the green body very slowly to a temperalure of 300-400"C TIle

MLC capacitor is then sintered at a high temperalllre depending on the type or <:eramic.

After applying the terminations for the internal electrodes of the MLC capacitors, the

capacitor is mounted on the electronic substrate by soldering.

The critical step' in the fabrication of the MLC <:apucilors include the formation of thin

uniform green sheet, from the ceramic slurry. Any non-uniformity in the thickness <:ould

lead to die1cctric breakdown during operation of the device. The ~o-firing of the ceramic

lapes and meta! electrodes should be ~ompatjble and ,hould not lead 10 any reaclions

between the two.
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3.37 Ferroelectric Tbill Films

Ferroelectric thin films have attracted attention for applications in many electronic and

electro-optic devices. Beside BaTiO) other important ferroelectric materials being m;cd

for making thin films include Ihc,perovskile type materials !mch as, Pb(Zr,Til.,)O, and

Pb(MgwNbll.1)O). Applications of ferroelectric thin films utilize the unique dieleclri<:,

piewelectric, pyroelectric, and electro-optic properties of ferroelectric materials. Some

of the most important electronic applications of ferroelectric llllll fiim, include

nonvolatile memories, thin film, capacitors, pyroelectric sensors, and surface ucoustic

wave (SAW) substrates. The electro-optic device, being studied indu{)e optical wave

guide, and optical memories and displays

3.38 Pic1.Ociectric Applications

In the early days, piezoc1ectric property of BaTiOJ was used in phonographic pick'lIps.

Piezoelectric ceramics can be used for both active and passive transdll~er applications in

ultra sound application. In the passive mode the transducer acts as a sound receiver i.e,

Iherc is conversion of sound energy into an eleclrical signa1. The converse piezoelectric

effect permits a transducer 10act as an active I>oundtransmitter.

In the pulse echo mode, the transducer is used to perform both the aClivc and passive

functions at the same time. A sound wave is propagated into thc mcdium ano a faint echo

is received back after a small time gap due to the acoustic impedan~e mismatch hctwcen

the intcrface materials. This principle is used in transducers for ultrasonic medical

imaging applications. Other applications are gas igniter, displacement tran:.<Jucer,

accelerometers, piezoelectric transformers, impact printer head for dot matrix, etc.

3.39 Other applications

Recently FlaTiO., has been used as in-built thermal switchers on mOlors. When the

temperature rises above a set point, the rcsistance through the ~witch lllcrcases, shutting

off the motor. Also for constant temperature heating devices as the device becomes self-

regulating at the set temperature by the increase of resistance, However, in spite of all of

this interest, an accurate modcl of the cause of the PTCR (positIVe temperature

coefficient of resistivity) effect remains a contentious i:.sue. At a particular temperature,

which can be tune<Jby the eholee of dopants and the doping level. a rather ,harp increase
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in resistivity covering several orders of magnitude is observed. The resistance drops

normally on either side of this sharp lram;ition. The natllre of this PTCR effect occurs in

the same temperature range where the sample undergoes a structural phase transition

from a tetrahedral to a cubic unit cell. However, the phase transition also occurs in the

:;ingle crystal sample where no PIeR effect is observed. Apparently, the grain bounda!)'

region must be in control of this phenomenon.

•
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CHAPTER 4

Experimental

Disc shape samples were prepared in this experiment. Three SCISof samples were

prepared with different materials and process variables. Presintcr powder processing of

(he samples and pellet> so made were then sintered by hand milling 12 hrs milhng and 24

hours milling with zirconia ball.

4.1 Sample preparation

Conventional mixed oxide method was used through out. Appropriate weight of Barium

carbonate (BaCO,). Titanium oxide (Ti02) and doping source of chromium (er)

strontium (Sr) and Vanadium (V) were mixed and milled by hand and by ball

The doping sources were CrlOJ. (chromium oxide) srCoJ and (Strontium carbonate) and

V,O, (vanadium pentaoxide).

The shape orthe sample shown in fig [4.1]

t'
Diameter -12 mm

'I
Face

Edge

Fig-4.1: Final shape of a ~ample.

] Thickn~5s- 11l1tn

Zirconia ball and acetone were used a, media. Typicul milling times were 12 hours and

24 hours,

4.2 Calcination

Fir,t powder was heated from worn temperature 10 I 100°C in a heating furnace which

was set at 11()()0C fol' 24 hours. Then the furnace was turn off and was allowcd to cool

down to worn temperature. When the room tcmpcrature wa<; attnined, lhe chunk wa,

takcn oul and ground until it beeomcs powder. The above procedure ",as repealed for
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three times. After 72 hours of tola! calcinations, the chunk was ground again until it

becomes fine powder.

4.3 Preparation of pellets

Three sets of milled calcined powder were mixed with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) before

pressed into pellets. Samples were pressed into pellets under uniaxial pressure of 1200-

1250 psi using hand pressure machine.

4.4 Sintering

Furnace was used to sinter the pellets in air atmosphere. All the pellets were sintered at

1300°C; the temperature ramp was lOoCJminutc. The samples thus obtained were used

for dielectric properties measurement.

4.5 Dielectric constant and Dielectric loss

Electrical properties of the sample were measured using Agilent model 4129A

impedance analyzer. Dielectric constant k' was calculated from the capacitance value.

4.6 Microstructure

Simered samples were polished usmg conventional ceramographic technique.

Concentrated HCI wa~ used as etching agent. The microstructure of ~amples was

examined using scanning E1cctron Microscope (SEM). Samples were goh1 sputtered

prior to SEM examination. At Materials and Metallurgical Engineering Dept. Phillips XF

3D ww; w;ed with acceleration voltage of Iok\'.

4.7 X-ray Diffraction

Extent of reaction or BaTiOJ formation wa~ examined by XRD in powder [onn.

Tlible: XRO operational condition:

X-ray source: MoKa for caleulation

current: 20mA Mo K" '" 0,710688A 0 used

Degree range: 10"_70°

Scanning Speed: 10 per second
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CHAPTERS

Results and Discussions

5.1 X-ray diffraction analysis

To characterize the sample" X-ray diffraction analy<;;, was carried out with an X-

ray diffractometer using Molybdenum target. Figure 5.1 shows [he X-ray diffraction

pattern for all the samples of the series respectively.

The table 5.1 gives the corresponding peak position observed for these samples. The

ohserved position of the diffraction peaks look identical and thus have confirmed the

single phase perovskitc structure of allihe samples with no significant trace of impurity_

By changing the doping level of Bu, Ti and ea, Sr, Cr and V the position of the

diffraction peak doc> not change significantly which also indicates that the cryi>tal

structure remains unchanged.

Table 5.1: X-ray diffraclion peak position for various doped BaTiO] sample.

Samples I" Peak 2" Peak 3rd Peak 4" Peak 5' 1 Peak 6' Peak

FlaTiO) 14.00° 17.20° 20.00' 24.80° 32.400 38.800

Fla(TiNjCr.02j)OJ 14.00° 17.20° 20.000 24.80° 32.40° 38.800

Fla"Sr,I(Ti,97,Cr,Olj)O, 14.oD~ 17,20° 20.00° 24.80° 32.400 38.80"

Flu.sCa ISr I(Ti,97,Cr.Ol5)0" 14.00° 17.20" 20.20" 24.80" 32.40° 38.80°

Ba(Ti 915V ",\)0-, 14.00' 17.200 20.20° 24.80° 32.40° 38.80°,
Ba ~Sr ,(Ti,""Y.",.I)O) 14.000 17.000 20,200 25,00° 32.60" 38.80°

BU,gCa.1Sr.1(Ti,97jV,cm)OJ 14.20° 17.20° 20,00° 25.00° 32.60° 38.80°
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Figure-5.1: X-Ray diffraction pattern of lIaTiOJ
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Figure-5.2: X-RaJ' diffraction pattern of Ba(Ti.""Cr.02j)O.l
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Figure-5.3: X-Ray diffraction pattern of Ba.9 Sr.1 (TimlCr.o~!') OJ
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Figure-5.4: X-Ray diffraction pattern of Ra,SCa.1Sr.J(Ti.mCrm5)OJ
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Figure-5.S: X-Ray diffraction pattern of Ba(Ti.'l15V.Q2,)03
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Figure-5.6: X-Ray diffraction pattern of Ba.9Sr.l(Ti.mV.o25)OJ
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Figure-5.7: X_Ray diffraction pattern of Ba.JjCa.ISr.l(Ti.075V.G2,)O.,
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Figure_ 5.8: X-ray Diffraction patterns of tbe samples BaTiO" Ba(Ti.07,Cr.Ol5)O"

Ba .•Sr.l(Ti,975Cr.Ul5)O" Ha~Ca.1Sr.I(Ti.915Cr.Ul5)03, Ba(Ti,975 V .025)0,.
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Figure-S.?: ()ie!cctric constant as a function offrequenq

FIgure 5.9 indicates that for the sample Ba(Ti,mVms)OJ the dielectric constant increase:.

but for sample Ba,9Sr"Cri.97SV",.,) and BagCa,jSr,L(TimsV 025)0) (he dielectric constanl

decreases, In Sample Ba (TimV,02j)O) titanium is replaced by 0,025 mole fruction

vanadium. Vanadium has larger ionic radius and electronic poJariz;ibility. The dielectric

con~tanl increases in this case due to the ionic radius and electronic polariazbility. In

Sample Ba9Sr,(Ti91SY.G21)O) barium is replaced by 0.1 mole fraction strontium.

Strontium has smaller ionic radius and electronic polarizability than barium. The

dielectric constant decreases in this case due 10 Ihe smaller ionic radius and electronic

polarizability. In Sample Bu.~Ca,Sr.l(Tl.9lSV.015)OJ barium is also replaced by 0.1 mole

fraction calcium. Calcium has smaller ionic radius and electric polarinbility thun

Barium. The dielectric constant decrea,e, in the same manner due to the ionic radius and

electronic polarizibility.

•
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Fig-S.IO: Dielectric constant 35 a function of frequency

Figure- 5.10 indicates that in sample Ba(Ti,9J5Cr,02J)OJ and Ba~Sr_I(Ti.975Cr.Olj)OJ The

dIelectric constant decrea.~e-,;~lightly. In sample Ba,gCa,ISr.l(Tim5Cr"25)0.llhe dielectric

constant increases slightly. In sample Ba(Ti,9J5Cr.02S)O)titanium is replaced by 0,025

mole fraction chromium. Chromium has smaller ionic radius and electronic polurizability

lhan titanium. Dielectric constant decreases in that ca,e due to the smaller ionic radius

and electronic polarizibility. In :;ample Ba.9Sr.l(Ti.91SCr.025)O.1Barium is replaced by 0.1

mole fraction strontium. strontium has smaller ionic radius and electronic polarizability

than barium, The dielectric constant decreases in that case duc to smaller ionic radius and

c1cctronic polarinbility. Tn sample Ba.BCa,ISr,I(Ti.91SCr02S)03barium is again replaced

by 0.1 mole fraction calcium. In sample Ba.gCa ISr ,(Tim.,Crm5)OJ the doping of calcium

has positive effect for increasing dielectric constant.
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,
\,

Figure-5. II: i~dicate5 th~ dielectric constant of 24 hours milling samples U~u function

of frequency. From figure-5.11, it can be seen that in the sample Ba(Ti,9JsCr.Ol,)03Ihe

dielectric con,lanl increases more high. In the sample Ba RCu.JSr,(Tl 97\Cr.O'S)O) the

dlelectnc constant also increases. But in the sample Ba.9Sr.l(Ti91,Cr.02I)OJ the dielectric

constant decreases, In sample Ba(Ti,mCr.02j)O), titanium is replaced by 0.025 mole

fraction nomium. Cromium hus smaller ionic radius and electronic poJarizbility than

titanium. Due to the smaller ionic radius and electronic polarizibility dielectric constant

should be decreased, but in that case dielectric constant increased. The dielectric constant

increases in that ca,e due to the outer shcll configuration of Cromium, In sample

Ba,9Sr.I(TiwjCr,,;,)O.\. Barium 1, replaced by 0.1 mole fraction Wontium, Strontium has

smaller ionic radius and electronic polarizability than barium. The dielectric constant

decrea,es in that case due tll smaller ionic radius and electronic polarizability,ln sample

Ba,9Ca,ISr(Ti.'l7.,Cr,,,,)O) barium is again replaced by 0.1 more fraction ea1cium. It can

be also seen that tbe doping of ea1clUm has positIve effect for increa,ing die1cctric

constant.
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Fig-S.12: Dielectric constant as a function offreqllency

Figure 5.12 indicates the dIelectric constant of 24 hour~ ball milling samples as a

fundion of frequency. For the sample Ba(Tio,9J5V,Ol5)O)the dielectric constant decreases.

For sample Ra,9Cr.,(Tim.,V",,)OJ and for the ,ample Ba,~CU.ISr,I{Tim,v.ol5)OJthe

dielectric constant also decreases. In sample Ba(Ti.975V.025)O]titanium i, replaced by

0,025 mole fraclion vanadium. The vanadium has larger ionic radius and electronic

polarinbilily than titanium, The dIelectric constant ShOllld be increased in that case. But

dielectric constant decreases. The outer shell electron configuration of vanadium and

titanium might have cause the decrease of dielectric constant. Other reasons for decrease

of dielectric constant is also porosity and increase of electrically conducting grain and

decrcase of insulating grain boundaries. In sample Ba9Sr.t{Tim.IV.m.,)0) barium also is

replaced by 0.1 mole fraction strontium, Slrontium has smaller ionic radi •.•s and

eleclronic polarizability than barium. The dielectric constant decreases and has no

significant effcct due to smaller ionic radius electronic polarizalibity. ln sample

13a&CaISr,I(Ti,97jV,lIl5)OJ,barium is replaced by 0.1 mole fraction barium. It can also be

seen thai for sumple Ba~Ca ISr,I(Ti 975Vm,)O) the doping of calcium has positive effect.
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Fig_5.13: Diele<:(ric con.lan! as a function of
temperature at fixed frequency 1000kHz

Fig-5.14: Dielectric con,tant as a function or
I,mp".'"'" al fixed fr~qucncy1000kHz

Figure 5,13 and 5.14 indicates the dependence of dielectric constant as a function of

temperature at a fixed fre'luenC)' of 1000 kHz. These figure, indicate lhal the dielectric

constant of the sample BaTiO), Ba(Ti,9JSCr.02j)OJ, Ba,9Sr.j(Ti.mCr015)O.l

Ba,Bea [Sf ,(Ti.91SCr.02S)O) increases wilh increasing temperature until reaching a

maximum then decreases Wilh further incrca<;e in temperature. This can be explained by

the relaxation time. The relaxation move to higher temperature and the number of

,ueeessful ion jump per second amI also increases with increasing temperature.
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Fig-S.16: Dielectric constant as a function of
temperature at fi~ed frequency 1000kH,

Furm Figure 5.15 it can be seen that the dielectric constant for the samples

Ba(Ti.mv'02S)Oj and Ba.9Sr,l(Ti.975V.QlS)O] are high particularly at low temperature and

decreases as temperature is incrca!;cd.

Form Figure 5.16 it can be seen that the dielectric constant for the sample

Ba.sCa,ISrj(Ti,975v'025)O)the dielectric constant increases slightly and steady with

incrc3sing temperature and then decrea:.ing with increasing temperature.

That can be also explained by the relaxation timc and number of ,ucces,rul ion jump per

second. In this case the relaxation also moves to higher with increasing temperature.
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}<'ig-5.17:Dielectric loss as a function of temperature at fixed frequency 1000kHz

Figure-5.1? Shows the Dielectric loss as a function of temperature for the samples

BaTiO-" Ba(Ti.mCrms)O,h Ba,9Sr.j(Ti,97jCr.ij2j)O] amI Bu.sCa.lSr,[(Ti.mCr025)OJ

Figure-S.l7 indicates that the sample Ba,BCa,ISr,I(Ti,97jCr.Q2j)OJ dielectric Joss increases

and dccrca<;cs with the increasing temperature. For the sample Ba(Ti.975Cro!s)O,

dielectric loss merease. wilh the lIlcrcasmg temperature and for sample

Ba,"Sr, I(Ti.975Cr.02,)O) dielectric 10,-' decreases with the increasing temperature.
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Fig-S.IS: Dielectric loss as a function of temperature

Figure 5.18 indicates thaI for the ,ample Ba(Ti 971V 02,)0.1 the die1cctric los~ decrea,e,

with . .Increasing temperature. For the sample

BaaCU.1Sr,I(Ti,97,V"m)O., the die1cctric loss decreases with increasing temperalUrc.
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l<'igure-5.19:Dielectric constant as a function of frequency

for the samples ball milling for 12 hours

Figure 5.19 indicate~ the die1cctric dielectric con,tanl as a function of frequency for the

:.amp!e, ball milling for 12 hours.
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Fig-S.20: Variation of Dielectric constant as a function of frequency (hand milling,
12 hours milling, 24 hours milling) for s.ample. BaTiO) at room temperature

Figure-S,20 indicates that die1cctric constant increased dramatically for the milling

behavior. Dielectric constant rapidly incr"ased with increasing milhng time. Dielectric

constant of the sample BaTi03 ball milling for J 2 hours is more than the hand milling

sample, Again the dielectric const~nt for the sumple milling for 24 hours i.~more than the

sample bull milling. This behavior can also be e~plained by the grain size effect. In that

case milling was carried out to reduce the partial size of the powder to micron range,

Particle size was reduced by the action of impact and friction of balls with powder. Fine

grained samples exhibits higher dielectric constant than course grained samples.
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Figure-S.2I: Variation of Dielectric constant as a function of frequency hand
milling, 12 hours milling, 24 hours milling for sample • Bll(Tim,Cr.Q2~)OJ at room
temperature.

Figure 5.21 indicates that the dielectric constant also increased for the milling behuvior.

Dielectric conslant of sample Ba(Ti.'l75Cr.Olll0J ball milling for 12 hours is more thun the

hand milling sample. Dielectric const~nl ball milling for 24 hours is move than the

.,ample ball milling for 12 hours. The dielectric constant increased in later ca,e also due

to the effect of grain size.
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Fig: 5.22: Variation of Dielectric constant as a function of frequency (hand milling,
12 hours milling, 24 hours milling) for sample. Ra.•Sr,I(Ti.975Crms)O) lit rOOm
temperature.

Figure 5.22 indicates the dielectric COllstallt increased for the milling behavior. Dielectric

constant of sample Ba,"Sr.l(Tiw,Cr.l,,,,)OJ ball milling for 12 bours is more than the

sample again the dielectric constant for the sample~ hall milling for 24 hours is mOre

than the ,ample ball milling for 12 hours, The increa~e of dielectric constant is aho due

to etTect of grain size
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1<'lg-5.23:Vllriation of Dielectric constant as a function of frequency (hand milling,
12 hours milling, 24 hours milling) for sample - Ba.•Cll,jSr.l(Ti.975Cr.o2S)O, at room
temperature.

Figure 5.23 indicates the dielectric constant as a function of frequency. Dielectric

constant of sample Ba,gCa,ISr,I(Tim5Cr,Ol5)O) ball milling for 12 hours is more than the

hand milling sample. Dielectric constant ball milling for 24 hours i:. al:;o morc than the

:;ample milling 12 hours. The increases of dielectric constant also due to the effect of

grain size as mentioned earlier.
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Fig-S.24: Variation of Dielectric constant as II function offrequellcy (hand milling,
12 hours milling, 24 hours milling) for sample - Ba(Ti.mV.o,-,)OJ

Figure 5.24 indicate thaI dielectric constant dose not increases for the milling time. The

dIelectric con~tunt of sample Ba.(Ti.?75V.o~j)03 ball milling for 12 hours is higher than

[he hand milling sample. Again' the dielectric COllstant ball milled for 24 hours is lower

(han the sample ball milled for 12 hours and slightly higher lhan the hand milled sample

or almost the same, The dielectric constant for the sample ball milled for 24 hours should

be higher thun the sample ball milled for 24 hours. In that case dielectric constant

decreased and almost same as hand milled sample. In this case for the 24 hours ball

milling does not carried out to reduce the particle sizc. BtH for the 12 hours ball milling

reduces the ~i7.e of the powder to the micron rangc. In that case the ,ize of the grain

increascd instead of decrcased.
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Figurc.S.25: Vaelation ofDi.lecldc Comlanl and di.lectric [0," 3S a fundin" of froquene)" f<>rall 24

hum,s ball.mUllng "",pi", at room temperature.

Figure 5.25 shows the dielectric constant and dieleclric ](", for an the sample, ball milling for

24hours '" a functi,>n of frequency.

Table S.2S:Dielectrie constant for various doped Bu'l'iO, samples ill frequency range .5kHz

to 1000kHz.

S''''pl" Di,I",,,;o Con"',,1

l'req"""cy Frequency

O.5kHz_1OOkHz IOllkll,-IOOO,Hz

!loTiO, j 179 J96

n,(Ti ",CT ,,,)0., 23DO 1230

B, "sr.,(TL ",CT ",,)0., m 1078

Bo,Co ,S",( [ i .,,,Cr ,,,)0, 2729 2351

IJa(T, ",.'V~,,)O., 304,33 ""Ba,~r ,0 I,,, V"")(),, 25.57 "
lJa ,e" ,S, t\TL",-,V",.,)0, 1,5,78 "'
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5.2 Calcination

Analysis of dala and microstructure study do suggest three major facton; calcination

thermal profile. particle size of milling product and sintering thermal profile. The

principal aim of c~lcinatjon is to form desired phase through solid-stale reaction. This

kind of readion i, very sluggish and lime consllming. SEM micrograph of sample

Ba(Ti,9J,Cr.Ol5)OJ,BU.oSr.,(Ti~75Cr.02S)OJ, BaTiO, sintcrcd at 1300°C are shown in figure

[5.26], [5.27) and [5.2R]. Sample Ba(Ti,mCr.ll2j)O) seems to contain acceptable level of

porosity. Close examination of the pore suggests that these pores were result of gas

es~ape lind unreacted powder that did not coagulate.

These gas escape hole, might have formed due to COl formation from the

reaction of unreacted particles that did not form TiO) during calcinations. Close lip of

such pore shown in figure [5.26J

Figurc-5.26: SEM minograph of a pore for Ba(Tim,Cr.Q2,)O.,

Fully sintered grains ure surrounded by loose particles that make up the porc.l. Un

reacted powder might be BaO and Bu~T104.
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Figure-S.2?: SEM micrograph of BU.sSr,j(Ti.mCr.02j)O)

The SEM micrograph of etched sample Ba(Ti,97jCr.02j)OJ and Ba_~SrI(Ti.mCr,,,,,)OJ

illustrated in figure [5,26J and [5.27] also indicate the presence of different phases and

flaky morphology of the sample.

Figure-S 21:\:SEM micrograph of BuTIO]

Figure [5.21\] indicates the formation of different sizes grain and grain boundary.
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Form these figures we cun also see that the dielectric constant increases with increasing

temperature a!; accepted for the semiconducting behavior until reaching a maximum, then

decreases with further increases in temperature. All the figure<; show the temperature

dependence of dielectric loss at selected frequencie" Dielectric loss is related to the

homogeneity of the material.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

In the present study we have investigated the dielectric properties of doped BaTiO)

ceramics. The dielectric constant and die1cctric loss of the above doped BaTiO) have

been studied as a function of freqllency in the frequency range of 0,5 kHz to 13 MHz at

room lempenllure. The dielectric constant as a function of temperature hus been studied

at fixed frequency lMHz. The dielectric constant decreases jn regular fashion with the

increase in temperature in the range of 30 to 150°C.

No peaks were observed in the dielectric constant verSlIs temperature range of 30 to

60°C for BaTiO, sample. The die1cctric constant for BaTiO} ball milling for 24 hours

was found 1179 at 100 kHz The highest value of the dielectric con,tant for the above

sample was found 2729 for sample Ba(Ti-9J5Cr.m,lO).

The lowest value of the dic1eetric constant for the above sample wa, found 14.57 for the

sample Ba.oSr.1 (Ti'97-,V.Gl5lOJ. The highest value of the Curle temperature was found

1l0"C for the sample Ba(Ti.~7N.o2j)OJ. The dielectric constant almost constant in the

frequency range of 0,5 kHz to 100 kHz. The highest dielectric loss was 2.74 for the

,ample Ba.sCa,ISr., (Tim5Cr.025)O). The dielectric la,s increascs with increasing

frequency then decreases wilh incrcasing frequency for all the sample except for the

>ample 13a.gCa.ISr.I(Tim,Cr.m5)O) and Ba(Ti.97sCr.o2j)OJ.

The dielectric properties of the doped BaTiO, ceramics ure affected hy the grain size.

The mujor fuclors, thc size of the ionic radiu" eleclronle polurizahllity and the outer ,hell

electron configuration control the electrical propertics, Doping variables seems to effect

the density, sintering and f1uttening ofk' peak. peak at Te; Possibly shifting ofT, as well.

The rdativc1y high values of the dic1ectric constant at low frequencies are due to the

polarization ensuring thaI the samples can be finally considered as furmed of electrically

conducting grains and inwlting grain boundaries. Flaky morphulugy of the SEM may

affect the dielectric propertic.\ of the material,.
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